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QUESTION 25
Which two statements are correct regarding vRealize Automation nested blueprints? (Choose two.)
A. When working in an outer blueprint, an administrator CANNOT drag and drop a software component onto a machine
component within a nested blueprint.
B. Transport zone settings defined in the outer blueprints override transport zone settings defined in nested blueprints.
C. If a user is entitled to the top-most blueprint and NOT the inner blueprint(s), vRA will display an error.
D. All networking and security components in outer blueprints can be associated with machines that are defined in nested
blueprints.

Answer: BD
Explanation:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vra-70/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vrealize.automation.doc%2FGUID-977883EC-4C38-40A3-81F
6-5DCA9C7866A4.html
QUESTION 26
Which are two valid scenarios related to vRealize Automation Extensibility Lifecycles? (Choose two.)

A. All properties must be specified.
B. In Extensibility Lifecycle, the virtual machine properties are passed to subscription workflows by default.
C. The current value will pass all properties.
D. Virtual machine properties are passed to subscription workflows by using the property Extensibility.Lifecycle
Properties.VMPSMasterWorkflow32.BuildingMachine.
Answer: CD
QUESTION 27
What is one reason provisioning would fail when deploying a catalog item with nested blueprints using cloned virtual machines?
A. One of the approvers has NOT responded to the approval request.
B. The entitlement does NOT have the nested blueprint as one of the entitled items.
C. The virtual machine template used in the nested blueprint does NOT exist in any of the reservations for that user.
D. The template virtual machine has more snapshots than vRealize Automation allows.
Answer: C
QUESTION 28
A user is able to remove virtual machines from their Items tab but the user is unable to remove an entire deployment. What would
explain this behavior?
A. The user has had their entitlement to the deployment removed.
B. The user is missing the Destroy Deployment action on their entitlement.
C. The lease to the deployment has expired.
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D. The user is missing the Destroy Deployment action on their service.
Answer: B
QUESTION 29
Which are two accepted uses for vRealize Orchestrator workflows? (Choose two.)
A. Add a vRealize Automation Azure Endpoint
B. Automate vRealize Automation using REST
C. Day 2 Operations in vRealize Automation
D. Automate vRealize Automation using RabbitMQ
Answer: AB
QUESTION 30
An approval policy can be applied to which two options? (Choose two.)
A. A catalog service
B. A catalog user
C. An event
D. An action
Answer: AD
Explanation:
https://pubs.vmware.com/vra-70/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.vrealize.automation.doc%2FGUID-4463B302-4365-4374-89547B582D34D41A.html
QUESTION 31
Which messaging system does the vRealize Automation Event Broker System use?
A. JBoss Messaging
B. OpenJMS
C. RabbitMQ
D. ActiveMQ
Answer: C
QUESTION 32
A fabric administrator has assigned three resource reservations to the same business group where two reservations belong to the
same reservation policy. How does this configuration impact the environment?
A. Business group managers can only add items to the catalog that are assigned to the reservation policy.
B. Users will be able to choose the reservation policy when requesting to provision a machine.
C. Fabric administrators can use the reservation policy to restrict the resources used by the business group.
D. Blueprint authors can use the reservation policy to restrict the provisioning of machines to a subset of resources.
Answer: D
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